Ayrshire Archives – Table of Fees

Research rates

General research undertaken by staff: £30.00 per hour
Charge includes postage, administration fees and a small number of copies where relevant.
Requests for specific runs of reproductions will be in addition to the research fee and charged at the normal rate.

Commercial Enquiries: £65.00

Tenancy enquiry for council house purchases: £20.00

Reprographic rates

Photocopies of archival material per A4 and A3 sheet [B&W only]: £0.90
Please note that some documents cannot be copied due to restrictions in size or condition.

Internet and computer printouts per sheet [B&W only]: £0.10

Digital copies per image printed on photographic paper up to A4: £5.00

Digital copies on to CD ROM: £10.00 for a maximum of 5 images; £3.00 per image thereafter

Digital copies per image sent by e-mail: £5.00

Reproduction fee for book, magazine, video and multimedia reproduction of archival item: £40.00

Self service photography with users’ own camera [digital or traditional]: £10.00 per day